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How to ensure a collaborative conversation?

• **subsidiarity**
  include only constituencies affected by the decision

• **appropriate process**
  use effective group processes

How to deal with large-scale issues?

See:  [http://www.co-intelligence.org/CI-Practices.html](http://www.co-intelligence.org/CI-Practices.html)
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How to ensure a collaborative conversation?

- **subsidiarity**
  include only constituencies affected by the decision

- **appropriate process**
  use effective group processes

- **time investment**
  allow enough time for conversation to converge
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**How to ensure a collaborative conversation?**

- subsidiarity
- appropriate process
- time investment

**How to deal with large-scale issues?**

- proposals from constituencies: each constituency reaches consensus on the issues

- outcomes from councils: delegations meet from constituencies, to harmonize proposals
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How to ensure a collaborative conversation?

- subsidiarity
- appropriate process
- time investment

How to deal with large-scale issues?

- proposals from constituencies
  each constituency reaches consensus on the issues

- outcomes from councils
  delegations meet from constituencies, to harmonize proposals

- iteration
  if all constituencies don’t agree with outcomes, reconvene councils with new proposals
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*If we can make large-scale decisions collaboratively, then we’ve learned how to govern ourselves!*
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Principles of self-governance

- subsidiarity • ensures • proposals from constituencies
- appropriate process • optimizes • outcomes from councils
- time investment • requires • iteration
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Iteration arrows indicate feedback and refinement processes.
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Anarchism & real democracy are two sides of the same coin